
Oh dear.... [posted 11/08/12] 
Why the title?  Answer: another batting shambles, and the 'Loc's drag into the scrap at the 
bottom of the table cemented.  Last week's win over Kelburne was a knee-trembler, and 
hugely important.  But it shouldn't have hidden a batting collapse that took place.  And this 
after a fortnight previously had seen the side skittled at Stennie for under 100.  To make 
matters worse - and sorry to the two other clubs about to be mentioned, no disrespect 
intended! - there were wins for Stennie (over Prestwick) and Kelburne (over East Kilbride).  
Who'd have bet on that last one?!?  Coupon-buster.  Oh to have one of those when the 'Loc's 
involved, eh?  Back to Meikleriggs: the 'Loc won the toss and decided to put in their hosts.  
Ferguslie were still without a pro' after Malcolm Waller's return to Zimbabwe.  Also missing 
was Alan Mories who wasn't available.  For the 'Loc, Flanners wasn't available, and Bean - 
who'd contributed to last week's win, along with Spen' - was also not available.  Gregor 
Preston-Jones and Dave Sturgeon opened for Feegie, Glenton and Youngy were given the 
new ball.  A decent start was made, it could be argued, by both sides, with no early wickets 
going down, but the run-rate staying low.  The first wicket eventually did fall in the eleventh 
over, Sturgeon being trapped LBW by Mushy.  5 runs were then added before the second 
wicket went down, this time Preston-Jones being the batter trapped leg before by Youngy.  
28 for 2.  Michael English was now in with Tim Preston-Jones, but these two added just 2 for 
the third wicket, the latter edging to Carly off Youngy's bowling.  30 for 3.  Now only one side 
could say they had a good start.  
  
Dave Stafford - the home side skipper - now joined English and some stabilising was needed.  
And the two did just this.  After, that is, yet another instance of a batter brazenly standing at 
the crease after edging a ball behind and not having the strength-of-character, or respect for 
their opponents, to walk.  Step forward the home side skipper.  Just in and Mushy bowling 
well.  Dan standing up.  Mushy bowls one that spins and bounces and Stafford attempts a 
cut.  Bat away from the body - nick! - Dan holds on.  "Howzatt!"  Answer - as the batter 
knew - was "Out!", but the umpire wasn't so sure.  Go on Staffy, do the right thing with the 
'Loc fielders asking him to confirm he'd nicked it.  But no.  "Cricket's [again] the loser"  But 
safe to say that cricketing karma will alway comes back to bite you - watch this space.  
Stafford would, however, be the next wicket to fall, being dismissed via a great caught and 
bowled by Matty.  His personal score?  24 for 2.  The team score?  Now four down.  English 
was still in however, and batting sensibly.  Cook came and went as a partner for him, in 
double-quick time, before English them departed himself.  And then Carruthers.  86 for 3 had 
become 113 for 7.  A good start was now an almost good full innings.  McAllister was batting 
with Aussie "Overseas Amateur" Homewood, and the tail likely had to wag.  And, just as he'd 
done in the first game between the two sides back in June - when he'd had scored and 
unbeaten 24 at the end - McAllister spearheaded just such a lower order recovery.  This time 
he finished 40 not out (!) as he and Homewood put on 55 for the eighth wicket.  And so 
when the 50 overs were done the 'Loc's target had risen to 182.  Still eminently chaseable 
but 30 or so more than it had looked like being.  English's 45 was the key innings, but 
Stafford's 20-odd post-refusal-to-walk was also important, as was McAllister's and 
Homewodd's impressive knocks.  
  
After being 15 for 5 at The Tryst a fortnight ago and 18 for 3 last time out against Kelburne, 
what was needed was a steady start.  Key to the run-chase was not to give the home side 
bowlers early success.  But - oh dear - 4 for 1, 23 for 2, 23 for 3 and 38 for 4 were what 
played out!    Nicky, Scott and Glenton all gone, none past 5.  Two bowled, one caught by 
the 'keeper.  Carruthers had three of the wickets to fall, McAllister the other.  Dan and Carl, 
at least, then stopped the rot temporarily as they added 27 for the fifth wicket before - 
having got to 27 - Carl became Carruthers' fourth scalp, nicking off to 'keeper Stafford.  [Ed: 
stranglely, mind you, both Glenton and Carl just walked off after nicking the ball - watch and 
learn, watch and learn.  #cricketingkarma]  65 for 5 then became 65 for 6 as Dan followed 
Carl back to the pavilion, nicking Tahir to first slip where Tim Preston-Jones held on.  So two 
new batters at the crease: Youngy and Elliott.  These batted through drinks and took the 
score past 100 before the former became Stafford's third catch of the innings, this time 
standing up to Homewood.  And, of course, Youngy walked without looking back.  [Ed: watch 



and learn, watch and learn!]  102 for 7.  Now, a reminder: remember Ferguslie were 113 for 
7.  And, spookily, they were at that score nine overs after the 'Loc had got there.  But could 
the 'Loc tail wag as McAllister had managed to organise for the home side?  Eh, nope.  102 
for 7 became 103 for 8, 110 for 9 and 114 all out.  The end coming in appropriately farcical 
circumstances: a run out with both 'Loc batters at one end.    Defeat by 67 runs.  Elliott not 
out, 25, and showing a few others what application, and no little bottle and technical skill, 
can achieve.  A few of Stiffy's team-mates need to look themselves in the mirror and ask why 
week-after-week they can't do the same.  
  
With Kelburne's surprise win over table-topping East Kilbride and Stennie's win over 
Prestwick, the bottom of the league is pretty crowded all of a sudden.  One more win is still 
needed.  Any takers?   
 
'Loc win a nail-biter! [posted 04/08/12] 
The short score on this one actually tells the story of the game pretty well.  116 all out in the 
48th over beats 109 all out in 49!  Yikes, that's cutting things a little fine, after setting 
yourself a daunting task.  Hardly the ideal combo' methinks.  So let's get to the detail.  Matty 
won the toss and decided batting first was the better option.  It had been a fortnight since - 
batting first after being inserted at The Tryst - the 'Loc had been 15 for 5 early on.  A 
different - a better! - start was planned this time round.  So when it was 18 for 3 with 
Glenton (0), Nicky (1) and Carl (0) all gone that particular plan had been torn up.  Now what 
was needed was consolidation.  Pasty, just as at Stenhousemuir, had stood at the other end 
and watched partners come and come, and now he had Dan for company.  The job required 
was a rebuilding one: the two delivered, adding 54 for the fourth wicket, and taking the 
innings past drinks.  The fourth wicket saw Pasty dismissed by Wylie, caught by 'keeper 
O'Connell off his glove.  And here's a thing: he walked immediately when there looked like 
being some doubt as to whether he'd hit it, and the Kelburne players - including bowler Wylie 
- thanked him for the gesture.  "Cricket's the winner."  More of this later....  Dan then had a 
third partner within the blink of an eye as Scotty came and went for a blob, being replaced by 
Spenny.  
  
The score was 3 runs shy of three figures when the next wicket fell, Dan bowled by Wylie.  
97 for 6.  There was then a clatter of wickets as the tail failed to wag.  Only another 19 runs 
were added as the innings closed when Youngy was caught at short third man by Wylie to 
give McLister a "6-for" - 116 all out in the 48th over.  A tough one to defend, but with a slow-
and-low wicket and a slow outfield after this year's horrendous weather, it wouldn't be 
impossible.  
  
After tea O'Connell and Bennett opened for the visitors and put on 11 for the first wicket, 
Carly trapping Bennett leg before in the fourth over.  O'Connell was next out, gloving a 
Glenton bouncer to the Foreman to give Flanners his first league catch of the season, 
perhaps unbelievably.  15 for 2.  Okay, a decent start.  And "decent" became "really 
promising" when Ashraf came and went quickly, bowled by Glenton, and it was 17 for 3.  
Ashraf's dismissal brought Hussain to the crease and if Kelburne were to win then the visitor's 
stand-out batter would have to play the anchor role.  At Whitehaugh he'd opened when his 
side were chasing 200 plus, today he was hiding down the order at five.  But he was in early: 
17 for 3 saw him in with Burgess.  What followed was a nice contest within a contest, as 
Hussain took on Beanie.  The former hit three straight 4s as he used his feet to get to the 
pitch of deliveries, but he was dropped at mid-off by Scotty in the process and survived what 
looked a pretty decent LBW shout too.  A really good contest.  And while it was going on 
Burgess had been nipped out, Flanners stumping him off Nicky's bowling.  That had been 47 
for 4.  And 56 for 5 followed as McLister's day took a turn for the worse after taking six 
wickets - the big-hitting middle order bat holing out for a duck to Dan at mid-off, again off 
Nicky.  Then the big wicket - Bean won the battle with Hussain, bowling him for 19.  56 for 
6.  Then bang:bang, it was 63 for 7.  
  



The sixth wicket to fall had been Wylie's, and here's a thing dear reader - remember that 
"Cricket's the winner" incident in the first innings?  Wylie is facing Beanie, he plays at a rising 
ball outside the off-stump, swish, nick, Flanners holds on!  "Howzatt!"  Not out says the 
umpire.  Ah, but Wylie knows he hit it, and he had been the beneficiary of Pasty's integrity in 
the first innings, and had commended it.  "So he walked then" I hear you say.  Eh, no, with 
the look of the guilty on his face he had the temirity to stand there.    Now, "cricket was 
the loser."  But here's the thing, if you don't respect the Old Lady, she often turns right 
around and smacks you with her walking stick.  A ball or two later, Wylie discovered this: out, 
trapped LBW.  Karma and Schadenfreude rolled into one.    
  
That "really promising" start had morphed into a near win.  But number eight Robin and 
number ten Macdonald weren't for chucking in the towel.  They took their side's total past 
70.  Then past 80.  Then past 90.  Coya was juggling his bowlers having gambled on using 
just the four.  But the Kelburne tail-enders were batting doggedly.  The run-rate was rising, 
and was approaching 4, but there was still a need to find a sixth bowler.  Youngy was 
summoned, and he'd bowl a couple of overs that went for just 4.  Coya was into the attack 
too, and it was he that'd make the breakthrough, breaking up Robin's and Macdonald's 35-
run partnership, Macdonald skying a catch to Carl at mid-off.  The last pair in; 19 needed for 
Kelburne to win, one wicket needed to see the win points stay in Europe's Best Park, 2008!  
Robin and Arbuckle were the pair, number eight Robin the man in charge.  Matty brought 
back Glenton who had a couple of overs left, but to no avail as both batters kept him out and 
nurdled a few runs here-and-there with wides adding to their total too.  Then an over-throw 
and the nerves looked like they were showing.  Over 49 started and it was 9 to win.  Arbuckle 
was on strike.  A leg-bye was scuttled, and it was 8 to win.  Robin was on strike and was 
looking to get down to the other end as Matt's over neared its completion.  Youngy was set 
to bowl over 50 and it looked like it'd be 8 to win from six.  But, wait, Robin's darted out of 
his crease to try and get to the last ball - swing - miss - the ball's in Flanners' gloves down 
the leg-side - bails flying - "Howzatt!" - OUT!  A wide.  The 'Loc win by 7 runs. Phew....  
  
A knee-trembler.  But in the aftermath of the win it has to be said that the guys didn't make 
it easy for themselves.  Only three batters getting into double figures, and only one 
partnership of 50 or more isn't good enough with the bat,  And with ball, though the bowlers' 
figures all look good, bowling 25 wides really isn't acceptable either.  Come on guys - tidy it 
up.  The fielding - aside one drop - was, however, good, and there was good tight fielding "in 
the ring" in particular.  Next up is Ferguslie away, the other Paisley side losing today at 
Weirs. 
 
Key toss is lost, and the rest will become history [posted 21/07/12] 
Not, ultimately, an excuse, but losing this toss was pretty important.  The Tryst, like so many 
grounds across the country, has been battered by this summer's weather.  The groundsman 
said there'd not been, bar half a Sunday game last weekend, any cricket played there for 
weeks.  And the wicket reflected this.  Note, this isn't a criticism at all, but it was a green-top, 
and damp to boot with more than its share of grass.  But to repeat: not a criticism, rather an 
observation.  But this was the deck that would await whoever lost the toss.  Win it and, as 
they say, decide to bowl,.....twice!  Unfortunately Coya guessed wrong.  And, dear reader, 
you can now guess: what were the 'Loc boys invited to do?  Answer: and you guessed right - 
bat.  
  
Pasty and Euan opened up for the side.  For Stennie the new ball was taken by Lister and 
McDonald.  Now, though the deck was "challenging", it still needed the bowlers to bowl in the 
proverbial "right areas" [Ed: please pronounce with classic Aussie accent!]  And the good 
news for the home supporters - both of them - was that both opening bowlers did exactly as 
required.  The wee red sphere was jagging around everywhere, and hanging around - far less 
scoring freely - would be north of tricky.  And so it proved.  1 for 1.  3 for 2.  3 for 3.  12 for 
4.  15 for 5.  Yikes!  Five down: three bowled, an LBW and a nick to slip.  Back in the hutch - 
in order of arrival - Messrs. Sheridan, Lafferty, Huyser, Stuurman and Young (Jnr.).  
Thirteenth over, five down, and discussion of what was the 1st XI's lowest ever league total 



beginning.  As noted, the deck was tricky and the bowlers were making the ball talk - in 
particular Lister who had four of the five wickets to fall - but 15 for 5?!?    Then a minor 
recovery.  Spenny - out of retirement given this weekend's selection woes - added 34 with 
Coya as some sort of order was restored.  The latter would be the sixth wicket to fall, out for 
14, including an imperious 6 over squarish long-on.  4 runs later Muscles, who'd come in at 
eight was joined by Youngy after Speny was, like Matt had been, bowled by Arfat.  Youngy 
(making Chris Tavare look like a T20 specialist!) and Muscles then added 18 for the eighth 
wicket, before the latter was run out.  14 runs were then notched up by Youngy in tandem 
with Mushy, a partnership broken when the former nicked off to 'keeper Crichton off 
McDonald's bowling leaving time for 2 more to be added before Mushy was trapped LBW by 
Jappie.  87 all out.  And near 37 overs taken to get'em.  
  
"Just" 88 to win.  Early wickets would be the key.  Actually they'd be the key, the lock and 
the whole bloomin' door!  Shafiq was sent in to pinch-hit, opening with "Overseas Amateur" 
Nagel, who'd be in the runs of late.  34 was on the 'board when the Shafiq was first out, 
bowled by Carly for 16.  I guess when chasing 88 that might be deemed a "pass" as regards 
pinch-hitting.  But he'd not have been the first out had young Master Nagel not been given 
the oddest of odd reprieves.  Carl was bowling.  A leg-side delivery was flicked by Nagel fine, 
Spenny took a really smart catch diving to his left and the 'Loc boys all celebrate.  And Nagel 
turns and starts his walk back.  Four or fives strides down the departure route he glances 
back to the middle and catches the engaged umpire's eye.....who says "Not out"!    Nagel 
stops in his stride, the 'Loc fielders who're in the traditional post-wicket huddle look 
bemused.  Why's Nagel stopped.  Answer: his giving himself out has been overturned by the 
umpire and he's back!  Astonishing!  "Cricket's the loser" young man, cricket's the loser.  And 
unlike mini-minor pairs rules Stennie didn't even lose 5 runs!  Hey-ho we guess.  
  
As it was Nagel would be second out, LBW to Mushy who'd come into the attack and was 
bowling really nicely.  He troubled all the batters, and his figures of 9-2-26-2 reflect this.  
Well bowled.  His second wicket was Shazhad, who came and went at four without scoring.  
Glenton then cleaned up Crichton for 5 and Arfat - who appeared not to fancy G's pace too 
much - for zip-zap-zero too.  Five down, 80 on the 'board.  But Jappie, the home sides' pro', 
who'd come in at three in the eighth over, was still in.  And he'd see his side home alongwith 
McDonald, the winning runs coming in the 28th over, Jappie finishing 20 not out.  Doesn't 
sound much, but given the conditions, the deck, heaviness of the outfield and length of the 
grass, it was more like 50!  Defeat then, by five wickets.  
  
Results elsewhere saw Kelburne thrash Ferguslie who were skittled for 72 and Weirs defeat 
Prestwick by 11 runs, with the East Kilbride versus Renfrew match cancelled.  Next up is 
Prestwick away, and with the league tightening up, a win would be nice! 
  
Rebel Alliance returns from the Death Star with the plunder [posted 13/06/12] 
First of all, "Good evening" to all our readers from the Empire - we're delighted you could join 
us here online, and we hope you enjoy our little vignette of a report on this evening's goings-
on at Toytown.  We can all, of course, compare-and-contrast with the Empire's own online 

version of events,.....likely sometime next week when the byline's written!    
  
Let's start with the summary: 86 for 6 beat 85 all out, with the 1-run victory secured off the 
last ball of the 'Loc innings, Stiffy and Muscles scuttling the single.  In fact however, if truth 
be told, victory was already secured by then as - having lost just six wickets and the scores 
being tied on the fourth ball of Mo' Afzal's last over - the side had in fact done enough to win 
by virtue of having fewer wickets down.  And mention of wickets likely takes us nicely back to 
the first innings in which all ten of the home side's wickets were taken, the Dark Side being 
bowled out with five balls to spare in their allotted twenty overs with 85 on the 'board.  
  
And the hosts were batting first after a slightly farcical toss.  Zulfi' Shahid (in the absence of 
Zeeshan Bashir who hadn't arrived yet) and Pasty tossed in the middle and after the latter 
called "heads" Zulfi' said "we'll bat".  Hands were shaken and it was off back to the pavilion.  



Only, that is, for Zulfi' to then stick his head into the 'Loc changing room a minute or two 
later to say, "Eh, it was heads, you actually won the toss Craig, what d'you want to do!"  

Pasty, you diddy - pay attention!    As it was, with the boys already changed in their 
whites, the decision was to stick with fielding first.  What a bonkers start.  And the marginally 
farcical continued as ump' Mike Nash appeared onto the ground in his work "slacks" having 

left his cric' trousers at home!      [Ed: see, told you Mike, we wouldn't mention it!]  So 
to the start of play,.....and more farce!  Over one went for 10 but saw two wickets fall as 
Glenton variously threw deliveries down the leg side or rearranged 'Dale batters' stumps!  To 
be fair to Messrs. Barbour and Hill - the two home side batters to get cleaned up - both their 
deliveries didn't bounce high enough to clear any ants unfortunate enough to be wandering 
around in front of the timbers.  But if you're going to get a shooter - as the bowler that is! - 
best make sure you're bowling straight!  10 for 2 and we're only into over two.  NJ opened at 
the other end from Glenton and, bar his first ball full toss, he'd bowl not just a good over but 
a really good spell.  Assisted by the lop-sided boundary (massive to the hockey pitch, 
Toytown to the school), Nicky bowled tightly, and well, and returned figures of 5-1-9-3.  His 
three victims were Shahid (9), Awais (14) and Kasim Farid (4), his spell being much of the 
reason the target set was as low as it was.  Aside Nicky though, other bowlers bowled well.  
Rusty's five-over spell saw him bowl a great length, his figures of 5-1-20-2 reflecting the 
control he maintained.  In fact all the bowlers ended up in the wickets, with Matty getting a 
couple, and Carly one.  Flanners was in the action too, with a couple of stumpings - Awais 
and Ali - though only one was something he knew anything about.  So much so that cricket 
really would be the winner if he'd just accept it would be better described as "run out"!  
Flanners?  The Foreman kept well though, as usual, the match again ending with a 0 in the 
byes box.  85 all out then.  86 to win. 
  
Pasty and Carl opened and got off to a steady start, running well between the wickets, albeit 
offering a few run out opportunities along the way as fielders were put under pressure.  22 
for 0 off the first five overs was ideal.  And it looked like being 43 for 0 after ten until, with 
the last ball of the tenth over, Zeeshan Bashir bowled Carly with a quicker, fuller delivery.  
Nicky and Craig then pushed the score past 50, and on to 54 before the latter was second 
out, bowled by Lyle Hill with a ball that jagged back.  Out - like Carl - for 21.  Coya was next 
in and 9 were added before he departed, bowled round his legs by Ali.  63 for 3.  It was then 
68 for 4 when Nicky followed Matt back to the pavilion, another victim for Hill, bowled for 7.  
Glenton and Stiffy were the batters now and the sketch was 18 needed from twenty balls.  
Did I hear someone say "Toffee!"??  Over eighteen saw 7 runs gained and no wickets lost.  
Ideal, on target.  Over nineteen however saw the end of Glenton, LBW to Bashir.  Trudging 
back to the pavilion he was passed by Mushy who had the chance to win the game on his old 
stomping ground.  Stormtrooper turned Rebel!  And he very nearly managed it, adding 9 with 
Elliott before being run out second last ball with the scores tied.  [Ed: though as we noted, 
effectively he did win it as this was enough given the number of wickets that'd fallen in the 
first innings!]  But one ball to go it was.  Muscles was the new batter, and he was at the non-
striker's end with Elliott to face Afzal's last delivery, and the game's final ball.  1 to win it 
was.  Stiffy dug out Afzal's full straight ball well and it was cue the Wacky Races as batters 
and fielders scurried around like scurrying scurriers.  Amid huge appeals for the run out, no 
umpire finger was raised.  All that was raised was Elliott's bat as he headed off the ground!  
Well batted sir: 15 not out for you, and a decent win in an exciting end for the 'Loc boys.  
  
And after all that: 2 points, and the win, and - just maybe - the West League Cup group 

opened up again.  To those at Hamilton Crescent: a simple "thank you" will suffice!     
 

Rain wins another one [posted 09/06/12] 
The long-and-short of this one is that the winner was the weather, again in 2012.  Umpires 
Meeten and McClymont had no alternative - and certainly no opposition! - than to call this 
one off when, into the second rain delay, the rains just kept getting harder.  60 for 2 in the 
25th: game off.  
  



Pasty and Carl were in the middle at the end, after Euan (4) and NJ (3) had departed 
cheaply.  It was tough going with a bat in your hands too, as a damp wicket combined with a 
wet and slow outfield to make scoring pretty tricky.  Balls were sitting up and jagging around 
off what appeared pretty innocuous bowling.  That said, the Weirs bowlers were putting 
plenty balls into the clichéd "good areas" to get the maximum assistance from their strip.  
Veterans Gilchrist and Young were prime examples: darts and loopers - you try hitting 'em!  
Talk of Gilchrist and Young probably also merits a couple of annecdotes from the game too.  
Firstly the toss.  Messrs. Coyle and Gilchrist.  Now, question, is there a heavier toss-up 

combo' in Scottish cricket?    Whilst mention of RS Young brings to mind a scurrying chase 
quite early on towards the pavilion boundary - and the seated 'Loc players.  One second he's 
there, and upright, the next - with no sniper's shot having been heard - Siggy's on his 
backside!  Much hilarity on the 'Loc benches with Siggy threatening all-sorts of mischief 
should any of said mockers get out to the middle!  Good banter, and all in good humour. 
  
The two wickets that fell before play was abandoned saw both Euan and Nicky "nick off" to 
Shinde, the catches being pouched behind the sticks by man-of-many-clubs [Ed: including 
Poloc] McCaig.  Shinde's figures were 7-1-19-2 when the game ended, that said none of the 
bowlers' figures were too bad at all.  Pasty showed good concentration to bat through for 28* 
and Carl (28*) had looked untroubled in his time at the crease.  But the rain came, and with 
it another abandonment.  Game off.  No result. 
  
League defeat number two, another close one [posted 02/06/12] 
Ferguslie ran out winners by 23 runs in today's CSL match at Shawholm, the 'Loc batters' 219 
all out (49.4 overs) not being enough to match or better their visitors' 242 for 7. 
  
242 had been set in the first innings, a 50-over innings total that was built around Feegie 
skipper Dave Stafford's fluent 69 and Gregor Preston-Jones's gritty 57.  Around these two 
there were smaller contributions from pro' Malcolm Waller (29) and Martin McAllister (24*).  
However - and unfortunately as is too often the case - extras were also "up there" as regards 
run scorers, this week totalling 30.  Now remembering that the margin of victory was 23, it's 
worth noting that to the 'Loc's 25 wides, Ferguslie's bowlers conceded only 15.  So there's ten 
of the "missing" runs and that's before we look to see what came off the extra deliveries 
bowled!  The wide count also likely reflected generally under-par bowling from the boys, with 
Glenton's 10-0-31-1 and Matty's 10-3-35-0 being the better two returns.  The others were 
pretty costly.  
  
242 hadn't looked a likely total in the first half of the first innings either as, when pro' Waller 
was bowled by Carly, the Paisley boys were 66 for 3, albeit in just the fourteenth over.  David 
Stafford was Waller's replacement and it was he and Preston-Jones that built the foundations 
of the innings' recovery.  66 for 3 would become 169 for 4 when the latter tamely holed out 
to Scotty.  Their 103-run partnership took the wind out of the 'Loc sails, and provided the 
base from which the Ferguslie middle order bunter - Mories - and hitters - Carruthers and 
McAllister - could build.  Each of these three got into double figures as Stafford continued to 
play well.  His 69 was a nice knock, well paced after a slow start.  He and others were, 
however, assisted by too many "freebies" bowled by the 'Loc attack - too often just as a few 
dots had been bowled a full toss, wide or rank half tracker would appear.  Consistency and 
discipline: areas for the bowlers to work on.  
  
Also on this week's practice list are catching and fielding.  From memory three or four 
chances went down, and the ground fielding - though not poor - wasn't good enough.  Four 
or five clear "go's" at hitting stumps for run outs with Feegie batters out of the frame were 
passed up.  One was fumbled at the non-striker's end to give a stranded Preston-Jones a life 
when on just 19, just after Waller's departure, and too often balls were hit straight at fielders 
and easy singles run.  Things to work on.  
  
243 to win.  The story of the run chase is another case of what might've been.  On the plus 
side - again - a number of batters got starts, and the tail showed resilience and an ability to 



wag.  Hopefully gone for good are the things that've blighted too many 'Loc defeats of recent 
years, namely early wickets and middle order and tail end collapses.  So though defeat 
looked likely from two-thirds through the second innings as the run-rate required mounted, 
140 all out didn't materialse and 219 was enough to get the two losing points on offer.  Five 
batters got into the 20s, but none capitalised as Stafford had done.  Glenton all-but matched 
Preston-Jones with 50; Glenton's half century coming in far quicker time though.  
  
Pasty and Euan had given the boys a decent enough start and after ten overs it was 29 for 
0.  "0" being the critical point.  Euan was then trapped LBW by Carruthers and Pasty found 
himself with Nicky for company.  Another 43 were put on for the second wicket, Pasty 
departing for a nicely compiled 39, though disappointed not to go on.  Carl was now in.  But 
unfortunately it was very quickly two new batters together as Nicky needlessy ran himself 
out, clipping the ball to Michael English at square leg and setting off.  A pick up and throw to 
Stafford later and Nick was on his way back to the changing room.  Two wickets for 4 runs: 
fatal.  Carl and new partner Glenton then added 55 for the next wicket: frustratingly again 
the first of another two for 3 runs!  Grrrr.  First Carl was trrapped leg before, then Scotty was 
dismissed in similar fashion.  His was the fourth LBW of the innings.  137 for 5.  
  
Glenton though continued to play positively with Matt and this partnership added 36 runs 
before Glenton got out,.....LBW!  The fifth.  And,.....wait for it,.....another wicket fell 6 runs 
later!  Double grrrr.  179 for 7.  Matty continued in positive fashion however, despite the 
clatter of wickets around him, hitting a couple of 6s in his cameo 25 to keep the 'Loc just 
about interested in this one.  Elliott had come and gone, and Flanners holed out to English to 
leave the score on 198 for 9 with exactly three overs to play.  243 to win was obviously still 
the winning target, but with 2 losing points on offer if they couldn't get to 243 but reached 
219 instead, there were still things to play for.  45 from eighteen balls was a BIG ask, but 
maybe 21 wasn't?  Youngy and Hari were together as the last pair.  9 runs were gathered off 
over 48, 8 from over 49, leaving 4 to get the 2 points, 28 to win.  So when Youngy hit a 
boundary 4 through extra cover early in the last over the first target had been reached, but 
Hari' being run out the next ball ended proceedings.  Defeat by 23. 
  
Disapointing as noted, as there were junctures in this game where the boys were definitely 
either on top or certainly "in with a shout".  But not to be.  Positives were the batting starts, 
and the resilience of the lower order.  Also worthy of a mention in despatches is Flanners 
legside stumping to dismiss Jamie Cook, and Glenton's grab to see off English "caught 
& bowled".  Next week it's Weirs, away. 
 

Big scores on little ground, but the 'Loc lose out [posted 31/05/12] 
There've been a few émigrés from Titwood to Torrance House of late, and it's clear to see 
why.  The boys from Toytown have found in TH, a veritable home from home!  With three of 
the sides of tonight's playing area being shorter than the sides of a very short, three-sided, 
short thing, the scores in this Rowan Cup T20 bash were always going to be north of silly.  
And so it turned out as well over 300 were bunted,.....I was going to say to all parts, but 
actually only three of them!  Eleven maximums from no fewer than seven of sixteen batters 
to get in were struck, and the number of fours was a multiple of this.  Still, same for both 
sides we guess.  Ho-hum.  The toty-wee nature of the ground also brought with it the 
marginally humourous sight of the home side's "big quick" having to be careful he didn't 
catch a boot lace on the sightscreen as he started his run up.  It was so dark into the bargain 
that batters were alerted to the imminent arrival of incoming bouncers, first by sound, then 
by sight, as said "big quick" came charging up the hill out of the gloom.  Great stuff, and 
bringing a smile to faces that were, likely at the same time, being munched to death by some 
of the healthiest looking and biggest midges this scribe's seen since last he visited Glenpark!  
  
But 'Loc faces couldn't be smiling at the result.  Defeat by 18 chasing 165 for the win sounds 
close'ish, but in reality it wasn't so.  The first innings kind of got away from the side as 104 
for 5 after fifteen overs turned into 60 more five overs later.  Pretty much all the 'Loc bowlers 
took stick.  Matt's 4-0-26-2 was best in the economy stakes, whilst Glenton and Euan went 



for more than 30, and NJ was taken for 47, in their respective four-over spells.  And it was 

Bocock who did the damage, smoking 74.  Built for boundary hitting    not scurrying 
singles, and certainly not for running 7s through the long stuff towards the pavilion, the 
Torrance House Kiwi am' preferred the pull and the bunt to said short-sides and was mighty 
effective in doing so.  EK note to self: buy oxygen for team visit to Whitehaugh.  Well batted 
sir, the innings upon which victory was built.  
  
164 for 6 was a big score.  But, in that ground was it maybe par bizarrely?  Comparing and 
contrasting for a minute: after fifteen overs in the 'Loc's run-chase the boys were a run ahead 
of where the home side had been, though they were a wicket more to the down-side.  Game 
on?  Certainly if, like EK, someone was in.  But where Bocock had batted pretty much 
through, and only Singh - with 36 - had added support, the 'Loc's innings had seen six batters 
get to double figures, but none occupy the middle for what might've been the required 
amount of time.  The run-chase had started well enough with 22 coming off the first three 
overs and no wickets down.  Pasty and Euan were opening again, and again seemed to bat 
well in tandem.  Aided by the "big quick's" apparent attempt to bowl a ball that bounced only 
once before clearing the top-end sightscreen, both batters and a generous helping of extras, 
had seen the required fast start achieved.  Then Euan departed, bowled by BQ.  Amazing 
what can happen if you pitch it up, eh?  Pasty and Dan then added 32 for the second wicket, 
Dan playing his first - maybe only! - game of the season.  Pasty was second out, departing in 
somewhat bizarre circumstances as an attempted leg-side dab off Ross Lyons rolled up his 

arm, down his pad and disturbed the leg stump.    Glenton then came and went for a 
blob, holing out to deep mid-off.  Well, of course, when we say "deep", it's - like - deep as in 
another step and you're on the boundary.  But, in reality, and to give you, dear reader, a 
more accurate picture in your mind, it's really more like "deep" as in "deep" pan pizza!  
Chipped, out.  Elliott played a cameo innings that included three 4s and a 6, making 22 at six, 
Dan then departing after top-scoring with an impressive - you-never-lose-it-type - 41, holing 
out to deep [Ed: I'd refer the honourable gentleman to the answer to the previous question!] 
backward square.  This brought Matty in and he then, after Elliott and NJ were bowled, 
played out the rest of the innings with Muscles who, like Elliott, played a useful cameo that 
included two 4s and a maximum.  Matt (23*) and Aamir (22*) finished the not out batters as 
the innings closed on 146 for 6.  18 short.  EK into the next round.  Worthy winners.  Well 
batted Bocock. 
  
So two days, two cup ties.  Two losses.  But no doom and gloom - it was all at TH.  Rather, 
as ever in defeat, lessons to learn, but also things to hopefully build on.  Saturday sees the 
visit of Feegie to Shawholm on CSL business. 
  
p.s. Flanners, no byes! 
  
Nelson proves elusive in the Park tonight [posted 30/05/12] 
111 to win against West in the West League Cup tonight seemed on from the start of the 
second innings.  And it still seemed on at the end of the innings.  But as it was, 11 from the 
last over proved 2 too many and the 'Loc finished losers by a single run in this, the side's 
second, group stage match.  Back to the start though,.....  
  
Both sides were missing a couple of players: Carly was still away on his hol's for the 'Loc, 
whilst the visitors were missing the services of Messrs. Cran, Lockhart and Young.  After the 
toss it was West that were batting.  Veteran 'keeper-batsman Williamson opened for the 
northsiders and 15 were put on before his became the first wicket to fall, bowled by Glenton.  
Luthra, at three, didn't last too long either and was Euan's first wicket courtesy of a catch by 
Muscles.  26 for 2 in the fourth over - likely both sides being happy enough with their starts.  
After ten overs the run-rate was much the same - 53 for 2 - as the battle between bat and 
ball proved pretty evenly matched.  Five more overs then saw 28 runs added, with the third 
West wicket being captured.  Skipper Brown had become Euan's second wicket holing out to 
NJ at long-on.  So still ball-park 5-and-a-bit runs-an-over as the visitors' batters were 
satisfactorily contained.  So, last quarter to go, and the question was whether, with wickets in 



hand, the run-rate could be upped - advantage West - or contained - advantage the 'Loc?  
Answer: likely a bit of a tie, as only 29 runs were accummulated in the last 30 balls, albeit 
two wickets - Leggat's and Martin's - falling in the process.  110 for 5.  Par?  Maybe.  
  
111 - Nelson - to win then.  Smith and McNulty opened for the visitors, with Euan and Pasty 
up-top for the 'Loc.  As at Glenpark last week in the Rowan Cup, these two got off-and-
running [Ed: literally as well as metaphorically] from ball one and scurried well between the 
wickets.  But then McNulty intervened and trapped Pasty leg-before with a ball that stayed 
horribly low, before - next ball - bowling Scotty.  Two down.  Euan and Glenton then 
managed to add 22 before the latter pulled a half-tracker from offy Chris Brown straight to 
Gavin Smith a deep backward square leg.  Ooops.  27 for 3, but still only the seventh over.  
After ten Matt - who'd joined Euan - was still in with the remaining opener and the score had 
progressed to 44.  A few back of where West had been, but not horribly so.  John Blain was 
now into the attack but the boys managed to rotate the strike well from both ends.  76 for 3 
after fifteen had narrowed the gap with where West had been at the same stage; they'd been 
81 for 3 remember.  So, again that question: what would the last 30 balls yield.  The West 
batters had accrued 29, could the 'Loc batters do any better?  The answer was yes, only just 
2 too few.  Agonising.  33 were added when 35 would've secured the win.  34 would've 
sneaked a tie.  But it wasn't to be.  Nelson was nowhere to be seen.  When over twenty 
started 10 was needed.  Five balls in it was 3 to win, 2 to tie.  Blain's last ball was full and 
straight and it could only be dug out onto the onside where mid-wicket safely pocketed it 
with only a single resulting.  Agonising as noted.  Matt unbeaten with 47, and Euan on 29 not 
out. 
  
But positives.  West are a decent outfit, and have started their season well.  The 'Loc were 
competitive however and never let the oppo' batters get on top despite getting in.  Blain's 
five overs were managed well, with maybe the only criticism being that across the twenty 
overs a few more boundaries might've been scored.  But that said a number of West's 4s 
were edges or fine glances.  Which of course asks the question of the bowlers' lines.  For 
West, they bowled 9 wides, the 'Loc only 5.  No real horror story there.  In the field the 'Loc 
were competent and nothing was grassed.  Unlike in the 'Loc's own innings when three 
catches were put down and a couple of balls were bundled over the ropes by West boundary 
riders.  So again, maybe advantage to the 'Loc in this department.  In fact the more you look 
at this one the more you wonder how it resulted in a loss!  It maybe just came down to that 
bit of luck on the night - the balls that did make it to the boundary ropes in the first innings 
numbering eight, twice the number than in the second.  And spare a thought for Euan, who's 
unbeaten 29 looks like the work of a binary aficionado: all 1s bar a solitary 2 - presumably a 

typo?  Or maybe over-throws?!?    Both guys - Euan and Matty - batted well, and so 
nearly steered the good ship Poloc to the port of success where the Lord himself - Nelson 
himself - was waiting..... 
  
Carl gets hot as the temperature soars [posted 26/05/12] 
Post-toss it was agreed that - unlike seven days earlier - if two partnerships of 50 could be 
put together and the 50 overs could be batted, then a decent total would result.  And so it 
would be.  Partnership of 50 #1: 102 between NJ and Carly.  Partnership of 50 #2: 84 
between Glenton and Carly.  Number of overs batted: 50.  Result?  255 for 9 thank you very 
much.  The other lesson to be learned from last week was that "catches win matches".  No 
clearer example could be found than today's goings on at Whitehaugh: in the first innings 
there were more catches dropped than this scribe can recall.  [Ed: was one maybe grassed 
deliberately?  Discuss.]   But down they went.  Glenton might've found that his luck's turned 
too as he was the beneficiary of maybe two or three in his cameo 32, whilst Carl - on his way 
to a ton - was given a life or two along the way.  Think Sikander Butt last Saturday people, 
and - to the Kelburne boys - we feel your pain!  By contrast, in the second innings, pretty 
much everything stuck as no fewer than eight Kelburne batters were dismissed courtesy of 
catches being pouched.  Somewhat bizarrely the first three were all "c. CA Young, b. 
HAM Khan" as the home side batters gave Pasty catching practice at mid-off.  Crucially in this 
bundle was danger man Hussain, dismissed for 16.  Hari' would get one more wicket to end 



with a "4-for".  And in achieving this feat he wasn't alone as Euan also grabbed four Kelburne 
scalps with his slow left-arm stuff.  This left two for the skipper to take as Pasty and Glenton 
went wicket-less and Carly, NJ and Youngy were not required.  Sorry, meant to say, nor was 
Scotty!  But Scotty was required to take one of the eight catches, holding on to a good low 
chance to get rid of McLister.  
  
Needing to score quickly from the start of their "dig", chasing 256 to win, the Kelburne 
batters were actually up with the required rate for almost twenty overs.  At that point they'd 
scored 91, but crucially for the 'Loc they'd also lost four wickets.  At this point, with Hari' 
having bowled his ten overs straight through, Matt turned to spin and he and Euan then 
bowled in tandem and the run-rate dived.  Only 46 runs in fact were added as Kelburne were 
bowled out for 137 in over 39.  Euan had his "4-for" and Matty a couple.  The innings came 
to an end with Muscles holding on to a catch at mid-on to dismiss O'Connell.  
  
Back to the first innings for a moment too: aside Carl's 101 - well batted! - there was a good 
44 from Nicky and mention of Glenton's 32 has already been made.  If there's a criticism to 
be made it's likely that - again - early wickets fell, this week it was 45 for 2 in just the 
eleventh over.  And then, at the fag end of the innings, there was a clatter of wickets as 243 
for 5 after 47 overs somehow became 255 for 9 eighteen balls later.  Late tinkering of the 
order allied to in-coming batters trying to clear boundary ropes instead of getting bat on ball 
and adding a minimum of a run-a-ball would be considered "not ideal" if we're at Tough 
School.  So instead of 243 for 5 becoming, say, 261 for 5, only - and we use the term 
advisedly - 255 resulted.  But, given wed' likely "bank" 255 most weeks we shouldn't be too 
harsh.  But there are always lessons to learn.....  
  
So a good win.  An important win too, and one that sees the side remain in the top half of 
the table, whilst leaving Kelburne with no wins from three.  As importantly the side's net run 
rate was boosted by the margin of the victory.  And after Thursday's Rowan Cup win at 
Glenpark the 'Loc go in to a new week's fixture schedule in good heart.  But it's a tough week 
that lies ahead with a West League Cup match with West of Scotland, the next round of the 
Rowan Cup away to East Kilbride and then Saturday's home league match with league 
leaders Ferguslie. 
  
Rowan Cup result cheers 'Loc [posted 24/05/12] 
Last season saw semi-final sadness at Glenpark in the Rowan Cup - scene of the 'Loc's 
winning of this cup back in 2004.  That night the 'Loc somehow snatched defeat from the 
jaws of victory batting second.  But it wouldn't be a case of history repeating itself tonight as 
the club saw off the challenge from the Glenpark side, down the Clyde, winning by 11 runs.  
That said, it is history repeating itself in one sense, namely that the 'Locster 15s were also 
cup tie winners at Glenpark just 24 hours before.  Back to tonight's match.  After a slight 
delay to get everyone on-site, the game started around 6.20 pm, the boys batting first.  In a 
change to recent proceedings, but by no means an alien concept to those involved, Pasty and 
Blue Knee opened the batting with Glenton sliding down to four.  The change in order 
seemed to work too, as Craig and Euan got the scoreboard ticking over nicely from the start, 
Berrington and Jamal, the home sides' opening bowlers.  17 came from the first four overs, 
with no wickets falling - a steady start.  It was then 30 for 1 after six overs however as Euan 
had departed after trying a big shot off Sharma's bowling.  This would be the first of three for 
the Greenock veteran seamer, as he swung the red cherry around like,....well, like his 
erstwhile teammate Phil McIntosh!  Pasty was next to go with the score on 31, trapped 
LBW by McDougall, one that kept low on the used Glenpark deck.  [Ed: no criticism here 
mind, the policies were in magnificent shape, credit to the Glenpark groundstaff in this 
regard.]  Scotty then had Glenton for company, briefly that is, Glenton being bowled by 
Sharma after scoring just 4.  Hari', in at five, did likewise before Nicky, with 16, put on a 
decent wee partnership of 30 with Scotty.  After NJ there was another 28 added between 
Matt and Scott, before the latter departed for a top-scoring 31.  This left enough time for 
Hamid to get a blob, and Flanners to record another sheriff!  111 for 7 was the final score.  
Defendable, but not out-of-sight. 



  
As he'd done with the ball, Berrington opened the batting, this time though his partner was 
Prabhu.  The internationalist would top-score with 27, only one of three Greenock batters to 
get into double figures.  The other two were Begley with 17, and McDougall with 20.  
Berrington's is - at present - likely always going to be the prized wicket for opposition sides at 
Glenpark, and it was Euan who tempted him in to a false shot that saw him sky a simple 
chance that Flanners pouched.  But he might, in fact, have departed ball #1 that he faced, 
Hari' getting him to edge one that went through Matt at second slip.  Hari' bowled nicely up-
top, his four overs costing just 18.  Euan, as noted, took Berrington's wicket, but also 
grabbed the scalps of Begley and Roberts to record a cheeky wee "3-for".  He managed a 
couple of nice catches too, whilst Flanners had a Full House, adding a run out and stumping 
to his catch.  Aside these two with the ball, Glenton turned in another good performance, his 
three overs resulting in figures of 3-2-5-0 as he came on second change to bowl at the end.  
Only, in fact, Nicky (2.5-0-21-2) and Hamid (1-0-12-0) would likely send their figures back, as 
the whole side turned in a decent fielding display that assisted in restricting Greenock in their 
run-chase.  
  
The win was secured in the nineteenth over as the Glenpark boys were finally bowled out 11 
runs shy of the 'Loc's total to give a win by the same margin.  The next round will see a 
match against either Stenhousemuir or East Kilbride. 
 
'Loc lose as small margins prove pivotal [posted 19/05/12] 
The new Cricket Scotland League finally got underway today with Prestwick visiting 
Shawholm.  The Ayrshire came on the back of a decent start to the season having beaten 
SMRH in the Scottish Cup and thrashed Ayr in midweek in the West League Cup.  The 'Loc 
meanwhile could be excused for being a little ring rusty having managed only two games 
thus far, both defeats, in what's been the wettest start to a season anyone bar Jimmy D's pal 
Noah can remember!  After winning the toss it was the visitors who were batting first.  
  
And the 'Loc made a great start.  Prestwick, at 22 for 4, were deep in the very kind of mire 
that Les' and the groundstaff had been so hard at working trying to fork away pre-match.  
Glenton had two of the scalps to be taken, Hari' - opening at the other - had one, and there'd 
been a shambolic run out that saw to Lawler.  Mcdonald (4), Lwaler (5), Morrison (1) and the 
elder Rodger (0) were all back in the hutch.  Pro' Butt was in at three, and now Carlyle for 
company.  Things - from a Prestwick perspective - kind of trundled along for a bit from this 
point, such that at drinks the scoreboard had moved on to 86 for 4.  But also by then, 
arguably the key moment of the first innings had come and gone: Butt, still in the teens, hit a 
Carly delivery into the covers where Coya was stationed.  But the skipper, whose got 
arguably the safest paws in the side, grassed the chance.  A life.  And didn't Mr Butt 
capitalise on it.  What would've been 51 for 5 in the seventeenth would, instead have to be, 
123 for 5 as the Butt|Carlyle partnership dragged their side back into the game.  Butt looked 
in control, and didn't offer another chance, bar maybe a couple of shots that went through 
the offside in the air.  After losing Carlyle he kept going with Fraser Rodger, reaching his 100 
in the 39th over.  Then, next ball, he contrived to hit the ball to Glenton at mid-wicket.  179 
for 6.  As had been the case before him, was the case after he departed, four wickets falling 
in quick succession, with the tail adding just another 26 runs to see the Prestwick innings end 
on 205.  
  
206 to win then, and as ever a hope-for good start.  29 for 2 inside ten overs wasn't that 
"good start" though.  Muscles gone for 0, Glenton in the hutch behind him for 14.  Carly and 
Nicky (batting at three) had to stabilise things therefore, and they managed to do this with a 
partnership of 50.  But, just as momentum looked to be swinging back in the 'Loc's favour in 
this match NJ tamely chipped an innocuous delivery from Pettigrew straight to young Mitchell 
Rao at long-on.  Nicky out for 9, and the score 79 for 3 now after 22 overs.  But you'll 
remember the visitors were 86 for 4 in their innings and so things were still looking okay - 4.5 
runs-an-over the requirement.  Carl was joined by Pasty and the two set about trying to 
rebuild the innings again.  And again the beginnings of a partnership was created with the 



two adding 16 before Carl was trapped LBW by that man Pettigrew and his dibbly-dobbly 
seamers.  95 for 4 in the 28th over, Carl gone for 44.  5-an-over was the requirement now.  
Scott and Craig pushed the score on to 127 with a 32-run partnership but, again, just as the 
two had started to looked settled - and having gone at 5-an-over - a wicket fell.  Pasty 
yorked by Butt for 26.  127 for 5.  Matty came and went for 1, and so Scott had his third 
partner in Flanners.  Scotty was looking in decent nick, and Flanners knows what's needed in 
these kinds of situations, and so it was more than frustrating when the latter drove a Fraser 
Rodger delivery straight back at the bowler only for Rodger to deflect it on to the stumps at 
the non-striker's end.  Scott run out for 31.  147 for 7 and 59 needed from ten overs. 
  
Overs 41 through 45 then saw just 14 runs added as another wicket fell - Elliott being run out 
for 1.  So going into the last five overs the equation was now 45 runs needed at 9-an-over 
with two wickets to play with.  9 runs came from over 46 as Hari' and Flanners ran the 
fielders around.  5 runs were in-gathered from over 47, then 6 runs from the next.  So as the 
last twelve balls were due to be bowled it was 25 needed.  Hari' was stumped by McDonald in 
over 49 bringing last man Youngy in, and though a run-a-ball continued to be scored, when 
Flanners skied a Singh delivery in the last over it was game-set-and-match to the visitors, a 
win by 16 runs.  
  
So where were those 16 runs to have been saved?  Well aside that turning point in the first 
innings, there were the usual suspects on parade: too many times there were easy singles 
run by the Prestwick batters, hitting balls straight to fielders.  And 19 wides were gifted.  
Ouch! And ironically the cuplrits were Glenton with 7 of them in his figures of 10-3-26-3, and 
Hari' with 13 (!) in his impressive figures opening the bowling of 10-1-38-2.  Could've been so 
much better!! In the second innings likely most of the batters will look back and think they 
kind of got themselves out, and the three who got starts will feel they could've gone on.  On 
the plus side, an inexperienced side were "in" the game for virtually all of it, and "on top" for 
much of it, and - oddly maybe - despite losing wickets regularly most of the incoming batters 
managed to keep rotating the strike.  But, it was still a loss.  Next week it's Kelburne away 
and a chance to "bounce back". 
  
West League Cup opener ends in narrow defeat [posted 16/05/12] 
As has been the case this season so far it was a case of mixed emotions as the West League 
Cup group section matches finally got started at Shawholm this evening.  Mixed emotions in 
as much as it's good to get a game in after so many cancellations, but at the same time it's 
so bloomin' cold you wish you weren't.....out playing cricket!  It was another damp, cold and 
dark night that played host to this latest instalment in the good guys versus bad guys running 
saga.  
  
After the good guys' skiper Pasty won the toss it was the baddies who were batting, Haroon 
Sher opening with Paddy Barbour.  These two, as an opening combo, put on 15 for the first 
Dark Side wicket, Paddy chipping an NJ delivery to Glenton to depart for 4.  Awais - at three - 
and Haq - at four - then came and went more cheaply than Rio Ferdinand Euro 2012 England 
shirts, making 8 between them.  And when the fourth wicket fell with the score on 45, it's 
reasonable to say that a decent start had been made.  A partnership between Farid and 'Dale 
skipper Bashir then saw 37 added for the fifth wicket, a wicket that triggered another four 
dismissals in less time than it took for Joey Barton to elbow Tevez, kick Aguero and head-butt 
Kompany.  Yup, that quick!  Euan Sheridan picked up three of the wickets to tumble, as Afzal 
and Brown departed for blobs, to add to Butt's 1.  86 for 9 saw Shahid and last man Williams 
together with a few deliveries still to be bowled, and these two added what would prove to 
be an invaluable 9 additional runs as 95 for 9 was eventually posted.  Not bad, not good, 
likely a little more than par. 
  
96 to win.  1 for 1 wasn't a great start then in the run-chase, as Euan departed having 
entered this season's Webbed Feet Award competition, trapped LBW by Haq.  And as 
frustratingly, needing 5-an-over or so to win, it was the third over when this first wicket fell.  



Scotty then joined Carl in the middle, but the run-rate continued to be behind the required 
level, just 11 being scored off the first five overs.  
  
Scotty was next to depart with the score on 17, Bashir's first of an eventual four victims.  17 
for 2 in the seventh over needed some addressing, and Matty (batting at four) and Carly did 
just that.  They took the score on to 60 inside seven overs, to leave the side needing exactly 
a run-a-ball with six overs left.  Carl was the third man out, departing in the fourteenth over, 
caught by Butt off Afzal's bowling for 22.  
  
As the final quarter of the 'Loc's innings was played out, wickets continued to fall as only 4 
runs-an-over or so were added.  Wicket balls (dots) combined with incoming batters' first 
balls (invariably dot balls) to choke the supply of runs.  And, of course, credit Messrs. Haq 
and Bashir for bowling in the proverbial right areas to entice the false shots and pressurise 
the new batters.  As it was the boys finished 11 runs short of their opponents' total, Bashir 
recording a "4-for", Haq's five overs leaking just 11 runs.  
  

So defeat.  But at least a game gotten in.  But, as ever it seems this season, it was cold.   
  
Greenock win easily in Scottish Cup [posted 05/05/12] 
It was a first at Shawholm today as a Poloc side took to the field in coloured clobber.  With 
black screens and pink ball, the buffties must've been rubbing their eyes - if they'd been 
there for ball #1! - at what was in front of them.  What would the founding fathers in the 
"Big House" have made of it!  Also a first was Glenton's debut in a 1st XI shirt,.....a black and 
white one, and Euan Sheridan's debut for any 'Loc outfit.  And here's a another thing - 
though certainly not a first - there were two Sheridans in black and white on the day, with 
Bean making a return from semi-retirement in answer to a call to arms given the current 
availability crisis.  So the scene was set.  
  
Greenock were the visitors and batted first, opening with Baum, their 'keeper, and skipper 
Prabhu.  37 were added for the first wicket, Prabhu being first out courtesy of a grab by 
Glenton off Carl's bowling.  14 runs were then added by visiting pro' Sekhoto in partnership 
with Baum, before the latter welcomed a third batting partner to the middle, Sekhoto 
becoming Carl's second victim.  Then it was said third partner, Hempsey, who said bye-bye to 
Baum as he went cheaply too, for 7, LBW to Bean.  Likely Baum was by now wondering - 
with the score on 70 for 3 - just what it was about him that the other batters couldn't face 
hanging around for?  So, good afternoon to a fourth compatriot, and if you thought Prabhu 
and Sekhoto were decent Scrabble scores, just think  - if ten-letter words were allowed - 
what Schlebusch would get you!  And as well as having lots of letters to his name [sic!], the 
Greenock "Overseas Amateur" now has a whole lot of runs too.  His would be the only really 
dominant knock of the day, as he batted through for an unbeaten 108.  Baum's 44 was an 
important innings, that said, too, and his 39-run partnership with Schlebusch resurrected the 
Greenock innings after it looked like maybe crumbling.  None of the rest of visitors' batters 
got into double figures, emphasising just how important the ton was, the eventual total of 
228 for 9 relying on a chunky 23 in extras, including 20 wides, to represent a decent target.  
229 to win. 
  
In reply the 'Loc - you might say - started poorly.  The new opening partnership of Glenton 
and Matt mustered zip-zap-zero and at 2 for 2 things were precariously placed.  Euan 
Sheridan on debut, and Carl, then added 39 to bring a little stability to proceedings, Euan 
then departing, bowled by that man Schlebusch.  From here on in, it was a case of wickets 
falling at regular intervals, and no partnerships of any real substance materialising until 
Maddy and Flanners added 37 for the final wicket.  Flanners was the sheriff at the close, 27 
not out.  Like Greenock, oddly, only three batters got to double figures: Flanners' 27 being 
accompanied by Carl's 42 and Scotty's 22.  And in response to the 'Loc's generosity with 
extras, Greenock reciprocated, gifting 27.  142 all out in under 35 overs wasn't a great start, 
and after restricting Greenock to 228 - likely around par - it was disappointing to fall as far 
short in the run-chase.  



  
So defeat, and no points.  After three rounds in the competition, the side are now sitting on 
two points after the earlier two no-results.  There's now a break until the second set of three 
matches in the middle of the season.  Next up is a chance for revenge in Thursday's Rowan 
Cup tie down at Glenpark. 
  
Here we go again.... [posted 21/04/12] 
The literary ramblings that are the 'Loc website match reports have started again.  And in this 
regard your scribe looks forward to his reader's overnight post-read comments highlighting 
typo's, report errors and scorecard inaccuracies with anticipation!  "Bring them on!" I say.  
So, to yesterday's season-opening match at Grange Loan.  
  
After a weekend of aborted attempts - yes, plural, with the pre-season match against 
Glasgow Caley not getting to the start line, and the Eric Lane Memorial Trophy game against 
Uddy not getting started - it was the first group-stage match away to Carlton that would see 
the first balls bowled and hit in anger in season 2012.  And they'd be pink balls to boot!  And 
season 2012 was being looked forward to for a number of reasons.  1. Hopefully 2011's 
dreich affair would be put behind us; 2. there was the good progress of season 2011 with a 
young side to add to; 3. there was the hope that continuing off-the-field organisational 
improvements would continue; and - most pleasingly - 4. regionalisation meant the end to 
soul-destroying early morning starts and late returns.  So, game #1 of 2012:  1. it rained on 
and off throughout and the match was eventually abandoned; 2. the side that took to the 
paddock was minus two Chaudhrys and a Blackburn (moved to Engerland), Scotty Millen who 
was on holiday, this season's "Overseas Amateur" Glenton Stuurman who arrives next week, 
Huss who was unavailable, and DgW who's taking the season off to get married; 3. a failure 
to find a scorer saw a late line-up change with Youngy - apparently the only person left alive 
in the club able or willing to fill in a book - stepping aside for Rosco to make his 1st XI debut; 
and 4. a noon start meant a 10am meet time which, combined with more rain breaks than 

this author could count, saw the 'Loc boys on-the-road for near-on ten hours!  Sigh...    
  
Luckily though the actual on-field activity was far more encouraging.  True, the deck was 
wetter than Rosco is behind the ears, greener than Pasty in a niteclub, and hairier than 
Ronnie's winter napper, but to restrict the home side to 173 for 7 in 34 rain shower-affected 
overs was a decent effort.  Only really a 77-run partnership between ex-Forf's player Umair 
Mohammed and South African-born Sean Olivier threatened to de-rail the 'Loc's momentum 
in terms of taking wickets.  The top-order all stars in the home line up had struggled on the 
tricky deck with internationalists Watts, South-African-born Mommsen, and former Watsonian 
Drummond all going relatively cheaply, arguably to poor shot selection.  In amongst this 
coming-and-going, former West player Stevie Gilmour had compiled a patient 26.  
  

But when he'd gone, Pro' Toby Bailey had run himself out 
for 0 and Jamie Kerr was bowled for 6, the home side 
looked precariously placed at 79 for 6.  Mohammed then 
steadied the ship as it threatened to sink in rising square 
waters, with Olivier playing a dogged, but important, 
cameo role.  The two added 77 as already noted, their 
partnership being broken when Maddy yorked Olivier 
(pictured right, © Carlton CC).  His dismissal brought 
Aussie "Overseas Amateur" Herdman to the crease who 
must surely have never played cricket in conditions like it!  
A couple of more overs in the rain were enough though as 
another shower saw the Carlton innings declared done and 
it was tea.  The 'Loc would have to chase 182 to win in 34 
overs.  Oh, and Matty had a "3-for"... 

 

  



And a quick mention of tea: top-notch!  Where else but genteel leafy Edinburgh suburbia are 
goats cheese and beetroot sarnies served up!  Magic!  And what perfectly delightful tea 
ladies!  
  
Back to the match: three overs were bowled - in the rain needless to say - in the second 
innings, enough for Matty (opening with Muscles) to smack three boundaries and the score to 
bound along to 15 for 0, before "time" was called.  Game aff, abandoned.  1 point each in the 
group stage table.  Not a bad result.  But, as importantly - and notwithstanding the earlier 
mutterings - some positives.  A side featuring no fewer than five players who've come 
through the club's junior ranks, three more who are still in them, and a ninth who is still 
Under 19, showed no signs of being overawed by the Carltons All Stars.  They also stuck 
admirably to their task in the field in what were north of tricky bowling and fielding 
conditions, with numerous rain breaks adding to the trickiness quotient.  And when Doogie 
hobbled off after injurying himself slipping in his run up in the sixth over, the side - plus 
Youngy now on as twelfth man - just carried on.  Best wishes to HPSM for a quick recovery.  
So plenty positives.  
  
Positive too, that there was no "nonsense" from either side as regards playing or not, with 
the game played and then abandoned in the best of spirits - credit too, to ump's Ramage and 
Davidson for their perfectly pragmatic handling of matters, and to the Carlton players and 
groundstaff who, to a man, worked tirelessly on the ground to facilitate as much play as was 
managed on the day, despite the overhead conditions.  And good to see a complete absence 
of international clobber being worn by the home side's internationalists - respect for their 

club: Like!    "Cricket's the winner"!  Others watch and learn! 
  
Game one done then.  Well half-done maybe.  Next week sees another Scottish Cup away 
day - this time it's to Falkland.  With more players available, and - let's hope - a scorer in 
situ,  here's hoping for as positive a showing, added to by competition for places.  Oh, and - 
please - let the sun shine! 
 


